CLASS: Willow ( Year 2) TOPIC UMBRELLA

TERM: Candlemas

Welcome back! This term we will be linking most of the subjects to our main topic ‘Our Town: Stroud’, as
illustrated below. On the 5th February, we will be having a tour of Ebley Mill in preparation for our school trip to the Museum
in the Park on 6th February. The exhibition is all about the mill, when it was built, what it did, the Marling owners, who
worked there, where the cloth was distributed and how the cloth was made. If you would like to help during either days ( 5th or 6th February ) then
SCIENCE: Plants
that would be most appreciated.

The children will be finding out
and describing how plants need
water, light and a suitable
temperature to grow and stay
healthy. They will discover this
through a variety of simple
tests where they will observe
and describe how seeds and
bulbs grow into mature plants.

UMBRELLA TOPIC: Our Town:
Stroud
ENGLISH:
Daily spelling, punctuation and grammar sessions alongside
guided reading.
Retelling & adapting ‘The Tunnel’ by Anthony Browne
Persuasive writing – Come to Stroud

ART & DESIGN:

GEOGRAPHY:

Sketching & close
observation of the school
grounds.

DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY::

COMPUTING:
Publishing work,
storing and
retrieving data and
know some ways in
which information is
represented digitally.

Textiles. We will design
and make our own
puppets during
enrichment week using
INDEPENDENT
felt.

SUBJECT- PE:
Wednesday and Thursday. No
jewellery & hair tie provided
please.

We will examine aerial photographs &
plans of Stroud. We will also devise
simple maps and use and construct
symbols in a key. Positional language &
compass directions will also be explored
to locate features on a map.

What are the key human and physical
features of our school?

INDEPENDENT SUBJECT –
RE
What is the good news Christians
say Jesus brings?

HISTORY:
What is special about Stroud?
What is Stroud famous for?
Significant indivual from the
past - Isambard Brunel

INDEPENDENT SUBJECT:~
MATHS
Money: Recognise and use symbols of
pounds (£) and pence (p); combine
amounts to make a particular value, find
different combinations of coins that
equal the same amounts of money, solve
simple problems in a practical context
involving addition and subtraction of
money of the same unit, including giving
change.
Geometry: Shape. Identify and describe
the properties of 2D shapes, including
the number of sides and line symmetry in
a vertical line, Identify and describe the
properties of 3D shapes, including the
number of edges, vertices and faces,
identify 2D shapes on the surface of 3D

